
Assembly Instructions
Sit-On Kayak Trolley     JKTS790100 
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Part Description Quantity
A Support Pole 2
B Pneumatic Wheel 2
C Adjustable Cross Bar with Pad 1
D Wheel Pin 2
E Drawstring Storage Bag 1

Tools Required
• Allen Key Wrench.
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Parts Included in the Package

Step 1: Insert the Cross Bar (C) into the two Support 
Poles (A). Please note that the Cross Bar has different 
diameters at each end. (Two different size Cross Bars 
provided to fit different sized kayaks, but you only 
require one Cross Bar).

Step 2: Fasten the screws to secure the Cross Bar (C) 
to the support poles (A)
using an Allen Key Wrench.

Your trolley should look like this picture (See Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3

Step 3: Attach the two Pneumatic Wheels (B) to the 
wheel axle on each side of the trolley, and secure 
each Wheel with a Wheel  Pin (D). (The Pin is secured 
into position by flipping the ring over by force).



General Guidelines & Safety Warnings
It is the user’s responsibility to read and follow all instructions.
Keep these instructions with the product at all times and review before each use.
It is the responsibility of this product’s owner to furnish the instructions to any person that borrows 
or purchases the product.
Inspect the product before use to ensure it is assembled properly and all parts are in safe working 
order and free of defects.
Never modify this product in any way.
All circumstances cannot be addressed in these instructions.  Please use common sense and 
practice general safety measures when using this product.
Parts and/or instructions are subject to change without notice.
Do NOT stand on the trolley.
Always store the trolley in a safe place.
Improper use, storage, or installation of the trolley could result in damage to the trolley or injury to 
the  operator.
The carrying capacity is one kayak at a time.
Periodically check nuts and bolts for tightness.

How to Use the Trolley

Step 1: Loosen the thumb screw on the Cross Bar (C) 
and adjust the length of the Cross Bar to match the 
width of the scupper drainage holes on your kayak, and 
then tighten the thumb screw to secure into position.

Step 2: Roll your kayak onto its side and push the 
Support Poles (A) into the scupper drainage holes.

Step 3: Roll your kayak back to its upright position and ensure 
the kayak is sitting on the trolley correctly. If required use a 
tie-down strap to secure the kayak to the trolley (strap sold 
separately).
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